
Dean Whitaker’s response regarding specific parental 
leave issues that were raised in the meeting: 
 
 
Two questions came up regarding graduate student parental leave, and particularly what can be done 
now while a policy is being worked out: 
 
*)  It might arise that due to new parenthood a student takes a Leave of Absence for a semester, then 
wants to finish up and graduate the next semester -- which would not be in compliance with the GRS  
requirement that a student be registered during the semester when degree requirements are completed 
and the previous semester.  This is a GRS requirement; we can waive it when circumstances warrant.  
We just need to know the situation. 
 
*) The question was raised if students going on LOA can still participate in the BU student medical 
insurance plan.  This is complicated, is constrained by state laws and the insurer's rules, and is actually in 
flux.  As I said at the time, if a student is registered and in active status in Fall and is on the plan, then 
goes on LOA for Spring the insurance coverage continues.  The complexity arises if a student is on LOA 
for the Fall:  that student is not an active student, and so is not legally eligible to participate in the student 
health plan (unless the LOA is medically necessitated; some timing complexities arise; I said it is 
complicated!).  I am not an authority on this, but it seems basically that becoming inactive after being an  
active student is OK, but getting enrolled while being inactive is not. Here's a solution if things seem to be 
getting weird: we can put the student in part-time Continuing Study status, so s/he is active and therefore 
eligible to participate in the student plan.  This means the student is charged a Continuing Study Fee; I 
can make a Dean's Award to cover that cost.  This will let us deal with immediate cases while the 
insurance policies are being resolved. 
 
In either of these situations -- exception to the registration requirements, or this special Continuing Study 
Fee award -- the student should make a request to the Department Chair or the Director of graduate 
Studies, who vets the situation and then contacts me with the request and a departmental 
recommendation.  This keeps communication lines clear and maintains the Department's position of 
responsibility. 
 
The student medical insurance plan is undergoing extensive changes, with a two-level system and 
expanded coverage.  Details are at http://www.bu.edu/comp/saweb/medins.html and links therein. 
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